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Abstract
Mind mapping is a way to facilitate access to knowledge and retrieval by visual evidence such as pictures,
arrows and colors. Young students need one place to register mind maps and the possibility of retrieving their
memory. Through this study, the researcher found that the elementary student assistant on the creation of
personal, bright and interesting using mind maps can alleviate the difficulties of recall and memorization of
vocabulary for a longer period of time. On the other hand, teaching and learning through the mapping of the
mind is a fun and entertaining way as it helps to motivate students to study new things and seek to learn and
encourage learners to use new vocabulary habitually and increase the desire of students to know more. In
addition, drawing skills is one of the easiest ways to manage, handle and develop vocabulary retention.
Keywords: Mind Maps, vocabulary, EFL, learning, students
1. Introduction and Background
Mind mapping is one of the top techniques to arrest, enliven, and visualize ideas. In addition to taking notes,
mind maps can help make the student more creative and increase his ability to remember more about his life.
And force students to solve problems in a more effective and unusual way (Locke & Johnston, 2016).
Mind map is mainly a graph that bonds material about a fundamental theme. We can think of it as a tree,
although the structure is more complex and subtler. The main trunk, is the main idea and basis of the subject, for
example, hair, the branches are sub-themes or related ideas, such as hair types, famous, poets, poetic publications.
The higher levels of detail branch out from there and the branches can be linked to each other.
Mind maps can be used for any thinking or learning task, from studying a subject (such as a new language) to
planning your career or even building better habits (Alam, 2018).
1.1 Four Significant Structures of Mind Maps (MMs)
There are many reasons why we consider mind maps as effective educational tools. In this section, four
important maps of mind maps (MMs) will be presented to indicate their use in teaching practice. They are
structure, motivation, customization and creativity.
1.1.1 Structure
It has been shown earlier that mind maps support nonlinearity. The basic feature of the mind map (MM) is its
apparent secret structure. Busan explains that written observations inhibit the possibilities of thinking and thus
make storage and learning unnecessarily difficult. "Through wildlife, the linear performance of normal
observations prevents the brain from making semantics and, therefore, addresses imagination and memory."
When we organize our ideas or the thoughts of another person in a mind map, we support the establishment of
linkages between the elements and the establishment of our own societies, and in additional terms, which
promotes knowledge. (Buran, Filyukov, & Sciences, 2015)
1.1.2 Motivation
Motivation is an important function of learning. As Schunk (2013) points out: "Motivation encourages students
to activities that facilitate learning." Interested students are more interested in the subject they are learning, and
therefore seem to be increasingly willing to devote their leisure time to learning activities. Moreover, having
faced a difficult subject, they did not submit easily. This is why attention is drawn to motivation by educators.
The question is how to increase their interest in learning (Cook, 2016).
Mind mapping is a method that generates motivation and thus stimulates learning. Above all, by being well
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organized and clear, minnd maps preveent negative feeelings of connfusion. Moreoover, the originnal design of mind
maps withh colors and im
mages helps stuudents to obseerve and engagge in the learnning process. (B
Burns, Freema
an, &
Edwards, 22015)
Students ccreate maps off their own miinds and buildd them based oon their ideas aand informatioon makes each
h one
unique, making them vaaluable and suuccessful from their point off view. (Kukullska-Hulme, N
Norris, & Dono
ohue,
2015)
1.1.3 Persoonalization
The differrent ways we think
t
about thhem differ, andd there are diffferent ways oof solving probblems. This makes
m
each of us distinct and different
d
from oothers. In our differences, m
mind maps alsoo have differennt differences. Each
of us has his characteriistic mind mapps that are inn line with hiss personality aand his uniquee way of thinking.
Psychologgists agree withh the opinion thhat we organizze our thoughtts according too our specific ppersonal experiience,
feelings annd connotationns. (Cook, 20166)
Moreover,, the informattion associateed with studennts themselvees seems to sstimulate mem
mory and is better
b
remembereed than inform
mation about otther subjects. M
Mind maps allow informatioon to be linked to each other, both
known annd unknown, and help to connect the old informattion to everyoone in their own unique way.
(Kukulskaa-Hulme et al., 2015)
1.1.4 Creaativity
Another im
mportant featuure of mind maps that will bbe presented hhere is supportt for creativityy. Creativity ca
an be
defined as: the process of
o producing soomething original and equallly worthwhilee. "Jensen focuuses on creativiity in
the learninng process. Sugggests that teaachers must woork more with creative insighht into the classsroom to stim
mulate
thinking. A
According to him,
h
creativityy can be suppoorted by art. A
Art is what muust be emphasiized in school.." By
learning aand practicing art, the humaan brain actuaally reconnectts itself to maake more pow
werful connecttions.
(Wilson, S
Solas, Guthrie-Dixon, & Learrning, 2016)
Mind mapps facilitate creeativity as theey are compatiible with art. M
Mind maps filll in different colors, shapess and
perspectivves, and all thatt support creattive thinking w
when using em
motions and art skill in creatinng them. Moreover,
they suppoort the creationn of new and original assocciations. You ccan see all thee elements andd ideas at once
e and
you may find more innteresting connnections, like memory, a ccreative idea is founded onn imagination
n and
associationn, and mind mapping
m
is a useeful creative teechnique. (Kukkulska-Hulme et al., 2015)
On the othher hand otherr researches drraws attentionn to the importtance of usingg different creaative techniqu
ues in
schools beecause they help in memory and learning. Creative technnologies suppoort the proper hemispheres of
o the
brain. (Willson et al., 20116)

Figuree 1. Mind Mapp
1.2 Researrch Objectives
The main objective of this paper is to provide m
mind maps as a practical allternative to teaching tradittional
language / learning metthods that suppport creativityy, motivation and the devellopment of meeta-cognitive skills
s
while learnning and retainning English vvocabulary am
mong EFL studdents. The straategy was inveestigated exerc
cising
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mind mappping methods that can be sim
mply learned annd pertained bby fresh studennts.
Mind maapping is not novel knowleedge. We havee assumed in writing thouggh it is not coommon in teac
ching
vocabularyy. It is believedd that mind m
mapping can stiimulate learnerrs to learn throough the depleetion of imagess and
color grapphics. Pictoriaal evidence inn the mind m
map can help improve infoormation retriieval and issu
uance
proceduress.
2. Method
dology
In order too plan the statuus of the mind map in Jordann, a survey wass published to collect data frrom primary sc
chool
students. T
The researcherr chose two raandom layers from the sixthh grade to form
m the sample. The study sa
ample
consisted oof (130) studennts in the sixthh grade. The tw
wo groups werre randomly seelected in two groups: the regular
group andd the researchh group. The researcher useed the questioonnaire as a bbasic method in the paper. The
researcherrs orgainised thhe study protoccol with the teaachers that parrticipated in thhe study.
Pre- test

D
Distributed

Reggular Group

Reseearch Group

Tradiitional Method
d

Mind Map Method

Comprehension
n
2.1 Instrum
ments
Each learnner was handedd a sketchbookk in the first coomplementary semester. Thee learners creatte one mind map of
each chaptter in the draw
wing reports, w
which were gathhered during tthe first semestter to afford quualitative data. The
quiz (Table 1) was prearrranged to the vvocabulary traained in the firsst portion.
The first pportion coverss commonly uused story words, which aree taught in booth the add-onn program (for the
individual in the search group) and thee regular groupp. The vocabuulary in the seccond part is thoose recorded in the
storybook and educatedd in the fixed group. Per see, learners hadd more observvations in deaaling with them in
spelling, aassessments and tests. Studennts' ability to saay and evoke tthe meaning off lexicon was pplanned.
Table 1. Teest
Exam
Part One
1. Gift
2. Santa Claus
3. Chhristmas stockinggs
4. Wishes
55. Fun games
66. Chocolate

Part Tw
wo
16. Beautifuul
17. Accessoriies
18. Watch
19. Glassess
20. Herbandd
21. Bracelett

1. Place the bbaker
2. Bank
3. Bus statiion
4. Cryingg
5. buzz
6. Chirpinng
155

16. Mystic
cal
17. Shoes
d
18. Card
19. The puz
zzle
20. Surfin
ng
21. Jog
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7. Songs
8. Mahabal
9. Seasons
10. Parents
11. Hot Pot
12. Warm
13. Parents
114. Beautiful
15. cute

22. Profits
23. Jacket
24. Fast foodd
25. Apple piie
26. French friies
27. Cup of cofffee
28. Biking
29. Sports

Vol. 15, No. 7 2019
7. Altzmiir
8. Tamo
9. Laughteer
10. Barkinng
11. Talk
12. Flyingg
13. Streamiing
14. Enjoyy
15. Hearr

22. Greetin
ngs
23. Receiv
ved
24. Scare aw
way
25. The road
d
26. Loud
27. Repaiir
28. Hide
e
29. Colore
ed

2.2 Positiooning
Teachers oobservation sim
mplifies thinking about learnning exercises and extendingg the utility of operating the mind
mapping ddevice. Teacheers and learnerrs can also proofit greatly. T
The conclusionn was more wiilling to expre
ess in
English beecause of the trraditional assoociation with teeachers.
2.3 Proceddures

In each addditional sem
mester, studentts had to fill a short paraggraph in the rreading exercise. After tha
at the
teacher paassed through with them annd extracted soome of the vocabulary of thhe story. The tteacher describ
bed
the connottation of the lexis
l
using thhe mind mapping proceduree. Students hadd to contact tthe teachers before
making miind maps of thheir own. Developed by seleecting lexis as the keyword for mind map,, additional tea
acher
and additioonal lexicon are
a added to the graph. Finally, students to improve the m
mind map usedd new words. Each
student waas given a skketch and a seet of mind maapping crayonns with novel vocabulary thhey can remem
mber.
Learners w
were requestedd to teach their sketches in fivve minutes andd then incant oout the novel teexts they had taken.
t
Learners m
may use vocabulary to speakk or write. Upoon completion of the session,, labels were set to the learne
ers in
determininng the worthwhhile job complleted. The agennda of study gooing-on is as ffollows:
Octt 2017
Choose fivve students to participate in tthis research

Octt 2017
Meet with teachers to reviiew the progreess of research

Novv 2017
An addditional 30-minnute bonus is aallocated everyy Sunday and M
Monday. In thhe lessons, menntal maps
were used to teach and leearn the story's vocabulary

Decc 2017
Condduct a test withh the participaating students. Their views onn the use of meental maps weere also
colllected

Jan
n 2018
Analyysis of quantitaative and qualiitative data. Thhe results are rreported
Figure 2. Research scheedule
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3. Results
3.1 Perforrmance in the Short
S
Test
In Octoberr 2017, a tiny vocabulary quuiz was given tto 6 sixth gradde learners. Thhree of the learrners were from
m the
study grouup, and three others
o
were prrominent studeents in the claass. Both groupps of studentss joined the regular
classroom. Attended the front of the addditional layers twice a weekk as well.
s of vocabuulary learned inn the chapter. Vocabulary inn the second pportion was lea
arned
The quiz eencloses two sets
only once again in com
mplementary teeachings usingg mind mapping performance. Learners w
were questione
ed to
articulate aand speak the meanings
m
of nnew vocabularyy.
It is clear iin the previouss figure that thhe students in tthe study groupp were less accurate in the second part tha
an the
outstandinng students. Deespite repetitivve exercises inn unusual fram
mes, they are still unable to efficiently remind
lexis. Thiss was not surpprising because the exceptioonal learners hhad high abilitties to master and remembe
er the
language tthey taught in the exercises and the textboook. However,, both groups aachieved abouut 60 percent in the
first part, which showedd the optimistiic results of thhe planned inttervention in tthis study. Leaarners in the study
s
group were significantlyy more accuratee because of leearning througgh mental mappping.
70%
60%
50%
40%

Part 1

30%

Part 2

20%
10%
0%
Reguular Group

Researchh Group

Figure 3. Test Performaance
S
Englishh Exam
3.2 Perforrmance in the Second
It is discusssed that the usses of mental m
map can devellop students' seelf-learning annd provocationn abilities. Sinc
ce the
study was tested in the second
s
test, im
mplementation was also exam
mined in the second test. Coompared to the
e first
test (Figurre 4), students in the study ggroup had 10%
% to 26% prom
motion in spelliing, speaking aand listening skills.
Their prom
motion in geneeral English aand listening w
was somewhat higher than tthat of the unsstable group. Some
S
positive thhings may be thhe result of thee integration of mental mapss as an educatioonal tool, althoough there may not
be a directt link between achieving menntal map skillss and test scorees.
30
Differrece
between 1st and
2nd teest average
for ressearch
group
Differrence
between 1st and
2nd teest average
in reguular group

25
20
15
10
5
0
Dictation

G.E.

Speakiing Listening

Fiigure 4. Compaarison of 1st annd 2nd test
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3.3 Study Group Students Opinions
Immediately after the evaluation of lexis, a conversation was accompanied with students of the study group.
They all showed that they prefer to use the sketchbook for mental mapping in the classroom and like the extra
classes every week. "Drawing a mental map in the classroom is fun and can help me remember new words," said
one learner.
Students have learned to produce their own mental maps to learn vocabulary and do their writing exercises. They
hoped that mental mapping could be adopted in the regular classroom in the future.
3.4 The Researchers Opinion
It was easy to look at the vocabulary lesson using mental mapping performance (MM). Students expect the
teacher to draw on the blackboard in different colors. In mental maps, learners introduced the "meaning" of a
novel to the word with varying graphics and word connotations. They can master the word after clarifying the
teacher without asking for clarification. Learners love their own drawing books and review the mental maps they
have tweaked in previous chapters. They can remember the vocabulary in the next chapter even if it is not
interpreted accurately. There were some cases when they took the sketchbook to find a word when they were
writing in the usual English class. After several months they can still remember what they have painted.
3.5 English Teachers Opinion
The teachers' view after studying the findings in October 2017 was that mind map procedures could enrich the
ability to self-learn. Despite the small size of the sample, the results obtained in the first phase were positive. The
view of colleagues that the use of mental maps to help build vocabulary is considered an effective way to help
learners to acquire new words. Mind maps give them an unusual way to remember new words in their place
memorizing repetitions.
Students have gained more confidence in using English after using mental maps. In the coming academic year,
the use of mental maps will be expanded to include a number of classrooms and expand the research area for
future studies. In order to improve student vocabulary, students may follow up applications to enhance what they
have learned through their mental maps.
4. Conclusions
Acquisition of words is necessary in the language learning stages. As perceived by school education, learners can
become more self-confident by mastering the words. However, acquiring how to do this is one of the most
difficult aspects of language teachers.
Other approaches are needed to enable voluntary control. Mind Set is how to facilitate the acquisition and
retrieval of knowledge using visible recitations such as images, errors and colors. A single brain mapping office
is essential for novice students to regain their memory. By teaching at school, helping creative students produce
interesting, stimulating and stimulating mental maps can ease their problems in acquiring and restoring words for
a long time. Learning through mind mapping helps stimulate learners to study modern vocabulary at all times
and encourages them to use it in their daily lives. In this direction, easy to manage mind-set skills. All students
can implement a modern speech learning plan for writing exercises in the classroom. It is possible that the usual
practice with taxes, fees and mental maps has urged students to apply this technology in their learning
procedures. Moreover, the optimistic effect on the results of English learning for students has been reflected. In
general, the strategy of the mind as a means of clarifying words is effective for intermediate students with
intermediate actions.
5. Recommendations
To enhance the effectiveness of learning story words in the classroom in English, trainees can be invited to
brainstorm either exclusively or jointly after explaining the words and teaching them in the lesson. After that,
learners can use the mental maps produced to record a novel in a chapter or novel. It is also important for
students to practice writing and speaking skills.
There is a lack of systematic practice to master mind mapping techniques. Once students learn this technology,
they can easily implement skills that enable them to remember words and organize ideas for their writing
functions. However, no single layout remains suitable for everyone. We need to know whether the methods can
be implemented on learners with varying degrees of specialization. Non-similar educational policies can be
adopted to address isolated changes in the lesson. The following period of research will be conducted to report
the property of mind maps in explaining and teaching English systems.
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